[The application of computer-assisted design in the reduction of long bone fractures with Taylor spatial frame].
Objective: To evaluate the effect of computer-assisted design based on three-dimensional reconstruction technique on the reduction accuracy of tibial and fibular fractures with Taylor external fixation. Methods: A retrospective review was conducted on the clinical data of 69 patients who had tibia and fibula fractures treated with Taylor external fixation in department of orthopedic trauma of Tianjin Hospital from January 2016 to January 2018 to compare the residual deformity after fracture reduction between computer-assisted design method (experimental group) and the standard measurement method (control group). The frontal and lateral tibia and fibula X-ray of all the affected limbs were taken. In experimental group, all the patients took bilateral tibial CT tomography, and then DICOM format documents were input into the Mimics 17.1 software and got three-dimensional models of targeted bone and external fixation ring. After that the visual image matching was performed between external fixation ring three-dimensional reconstruction model and the standard model and also between the affected limb and the contralateral limb. Then the reduction trajectory plan of bone broken end and the position of external fixation ring were obtained. The STL files were input to Solid Works software and got the length of six rods to adjust the Taylor external fixation. In control group, the films were measured by Coreldraw X7 X-ray measurement software and the parameters were input in Taylor Spatial Frame system software. And then six calibrated threaded rods were adjusted according to the prescription of the software. Finally, all the patients took the X-ray films again to evaluate the degree of residual displacement. Skew distributional data are indicated with M(QR), and method of non-parameter was used to analyze variances between groups. Results: All patients had better fracture reduction and achieved functional reset criteria. In the control group, the amount of displacement and angle residual aberration (improvement) in the frontal and lateral radiographs were 0.50(2.30)mm(90%), 0.00(0.85)mm(100%)and 0.00°(1.50°)(100%), 0.00°(0.00°)(100%), respectively. In the control group, the amount of displacement and angle residual aberration (improvement) in the frontal and lateral radiographs were 1.40(3.28)mm(69%), 2.15(4.27)mm(46%)and 1.15°(1.85°)(73%), 0.80°(2.10°)(67%). The positive and lateral angles and lateral displacements in the two groups were significantly different(P<0.05), but there was no statistically significant difference in positive displacement (P=0.099). Conclusion: Both computer-assisted design method and the standard measurement method have satisfactory reduction effect, but computer-assisted design can accurately correct fracture deformity, which is good for fracture healing and functional recovery of affected limb.